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Abstract. Alerting users that a web page is controversial has been proposed as one method to support critical thinking about text and discourse. We propose an approach to discover controversial topics in a
generic document using unsupervised training. Our approach comprises
iterative training of a controversy classifier using a disagreement signal
within comments and explaining the controversy of the document by generating a topic phrase describing it. Experiments show the effectiveness
of our proposed training method using an EM algorithm. When controversial topic extraction is restricted to quality phrases and incorporates
TextRank signals, it outperforms several baseline approaches.
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Introduction

While search engines and social media are applauded for serving as effective
information sources, they are also harshly criticized for delivering unverified and
potentially harmful misinformation [14]. As an attempt to minimize such pitfalls,
researchers have investigated controversy in the Web to predict misinformation
and minimize the risk of it [18].
Much work on controversy has relied on certain signals available from the
structure of the Web source, such as hashtags in social media which group information of similar content and thus contain inherent topic annotation [5, 11,
12, 19–21]. However, for a generic document without implicit or explicit topic
annotations, the same approaches cannot be used. Even when it can be used, it
is difficult for proposed systems to identify what is controversial [3, 7–9, 13].
Previous work on controversy detection on a generic document has two
limitations. First, it relies on the topics that are labeled as controversial in
Wikipedia [7, 8], or it relies on supervised human annotations [3], thus they may
not be applicable to newly emerging topics. Second, it did not investigate how
to provide an explanation for any controversy in the documents.
Our contributions are the following: First, we propose an unsupervised approach to build a controversy classifier using disagreement expressions. We aim
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to detect topics that are expected to generate debates with numerous disagreements, which we view as the controversy in the news media. We show that a
single feature of disagreement expression in the comment is enough to build an
article-content-based controversy classifier without supervised training and we
propose an EM algorithm to improve the training process.
Second, we propose a method to explain which topic is controversial in the
document using the content-based controversy classifier. The controversy is explained by generating the phrases that describe the controversial topic in the
document. We show that the quality of generated topic phrases can be improved
by quality keyphrase constraints and a keyword extraction technique.

2

Unsupervised Controversy Classification

We target online news documents that contain both the article content and
users’ comments about the article. We thus define a “document” to be the pair
of an article’s content and its comment thread, though our goal will be to train
a classifier that depends only on article content. To tackle this problem, we note
that if a person were asked to decide what is controversial, one way might be to
observe people’s reactions to the article to get a sense which topics tend to generate more controversial debates. Following Beelen et al.[3], we use the presence
of disagreement expressions to recognize controversy within comments. We use
a text classification approach to find such expressions (section 2.2). However,
because of likely errors in automatic detection we observed that disagreement
expressions in a single document alone are insufficient to predict controversy.
Thus, we decided to use disagreement in comments as a weak signal to train
an article content classifier. We further improve this approach by re-training
the comment text classifier using the article content classifier and iterating that
process. This strategy is an instance of the EM algorithm [6, 10, 16].
2.1

EM algorithm for Controversy Classifier

We build two Language Model classifiers, where one is for an article content and
the second is for comments (section 2.3).
Step 1 For a document xi , the comment classifier fc predicts whether the
document is controversial, zi , with
zi = fc (θc(1) , xi )
(1)

(1)

where θc is the first set of parameters for the comment classifier. Based on the
comment classifier’s predictions, we assign a binary label zi to every document
in our corpus. Then the label zi is used to get the article-content classifier’s
(1)
parameter set θa .
X
θa(1) = arg max
zi fa (θ, xi )
(2)
θ

i
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Step 2 Again we predict each document’s label using article content classifier
(2)
fa , and based on that label, get new parameters θc .
zi = fa (θa1 , xi )
X
θc(2) = arg max
zi fc (θ, xi )
θ

(3)
(4)

i

These two steps are iterated until convergence. For the controversy language
model, equation 2 and equation 4 actually update P (w|LC ) and P (w|LN C ).
2.2

Initial Signal

As an initial settings of zi , a document is assigned a pseudo-label if it has more
than certain number of disagreement in its comments. To estimate the number
of disagreement expressions in the comments, we trained a Convolutional Neural
Network based classifier using Authority and the Alignment in Wikipedia Discussions (AAWD) corpus [4, 15]. We take the first 100 comments as input and
predict the number of disagreement in them. If the number of disagreement is
larger than a threshold, the document is classified as controversial. We assumed
the prior probability of a document having a ‘controversy’ label to be 0.5 and
determined the threshold based on target corpus – i.e., such that half of the
documents are (pseudo) controversial.
2.3

Language Model

As our primary controversy classifier model, we used the Controversy Language
Model [13] which predicts a controversy (DC = 1) by comparing whether the
document is more likely to appear in a controversial document collection (LC )
or in a non-controversial document collection (LN C ).
X
log P (DC = 1) =
log P (w|LC ) − log P (w|LN C )
(5)
w∈D

P (w|LC ) and P (w|LN C ) are the probability of a word w in the collection of controversial documents and non-controversial documents. A document is classified
controversial if log P (DC ) > T where T is set by a training corpus.
We also considered neural classifiers such as Convolutional Neural Network
based text classifiers, but they turned out to be too unstable to be trained using
the EM algorithm and also never outperformed the Language Model classifier.

3

Controversy Detection Explaination

When the trained classifier detects a controversial document, users will also expect an explanation of which topic in the document is actually controversial. We
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choose to generate topic phrase which can predict that explanation. We do this
by analyzing each document token’s contribution to the classification decision
and generating a topic phrase based on the contribution information. First, we
describe restrict candidate phrases to those meeting standard of reasonableness,
so that the user can clearly understand what the output phrase implies. Then,
we explain how the contribution to the classification is evaluated and how it is
transformed to score each candidate phrase.
3.1

Quality phrase as a candidate topic

Candidate topic phrases are restricted to be quality phrases that can be extracted
from the target document. An n-gram is considered a quality phrase if (1) its
document frequency exceeds a minimum, (2) it does not begin or end with
stopword and (3) for the ith word wi in the phrase, P (wi |w1:i−1 ) > λ · P (wi ).
We used minimum document frequency=4, λ=10, and phrase length n ≤ 3.
3.2

Candidates scoring

Candidate phrases are scored based on the degree to which phrase can explain
the classifier’s decision. The phrase with highest score is presented as the final
output. Each token in the document is assigned a contribution score which
represents how much it contributes to the classifier decision. For the Controversy
Language Model, the contribution of each word is given as Rw = log P (w|LC ) −
log P (w|LN C ). For neural classifiers, input contribution can be evaluated using
contribution analysis techniques [1, 2]. A phrase’s contribution score is sum
of its terms’ contributions, while each term’s contribution is summed over all
occurrences of the term in the document.
We added keyword scoring technique TextRank [17] as a contribution independent score for topic phrases. While the contribution to the classification
decision is the most important factor in ranking explanations, we want the selected explanation to be representative and summarize other factors as well.
TextRank score of the phrase is multiplied to the contribution score to achieve
a final score of the candidate phrase.

4

Experiments

We present two experiments. The first experiment demonstrates the trained classifier’s ability to correctly identify controversial documents. The second experiment evaluates how well the topic phrases generated from the classifier match
human generated phrases. A qualitative analysis shows characteristics of topic
phrases extracted from real world data.
For training, we collected unlabeled news documents from the Guardian, a
British daily newspaper. We crawled the articles written in 2016 along with the
related comments, which resulted in 66,763 news articles and 7,803,440 comments. We refer this collection as Guardian16.
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Table 1. Controversy Classification Accuracy
Differences between upper three methods are statistically significant under p < 0.05
Method

4.1

Accuracy

Weak Signal
LM - Single Iteration
LM - EM

0.541
0.704
0.746

LM - Supervised
Human Annotator

0.749
0.744

Evaluation for classification

The model is trained using the Guardian16 corpus. Part of the articles were labeled using Amazon Mechanical Turk. 6 annotators were asked if each document
is about controversial topic or not. Documents with more than 3 ‘controversial’
annotations were assigned final controversial label. which resulted in 281 controversial and 439 non-controversial documents.
Table 1 shows the controversy classification accuracy of various methods. The
‘Weak Signal’ classifier is based on the number of disagreement in the comments,
which was our initial label. ‘LM - Single Iteration’ is the controversy language
model trained by ‘Weak signal’ without additional iteration. ‘LM - EM’ is our
proposed method. ‘LM - Supervised’ is the Language Model trained in a supervised setting in which 2/3 of the 720 documents were taken as training data and
remaining were regarded as test data. Three splits were made and results were
averaged to get the final accuracy. ‘Human Annotator’ is the hypothetical classification accuracy in which one of annotator’s prediction is compared against the
others. Note that all ’LM’ methods classify based on the article contents alone
(i.e., no comment).
4.2

Evaluation for explanation

Here, we evaluate our method’s ability to predict the topic of the controversy.
We collected 124 articles from iSideWith.com, which has a manually curated
collection of the articles about a number of politically controversial topics. Those
articles are from 13 controversial topics. Note that all of these documents are
implicitly labeled as controversial. These documents are annotated with human
generated topic phrases, which we adopt as ground truth for explanation and
compared with output phrases from our methods.
Table 2 shows the evaluation for system generated topic phrases. As we have
only one “gold” phrase, evaluation is using MRR, the reciprocal of the answer
phrase’s rank. Explanations generated with the conditions outperform the baseline group, which select phrases from any N-Gram (N ≤ 3)
4.3

Quantitative analysis

For qualitative analysis we analyzed which topics are most controversial in the
collection, which we generated by accumulating individual document’s controver-
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Table 2. Explanation Performance
Superscripts indicate the specified method is superior over numbered method (p <
0.05). Statistical significance was only measured between methods in the same group
or the same model.
Restriction # Method

P@1

MRR

N-Gram 1 LM-EM
Quality 2 Random
Phrases 3 First N Phrase
4 LM-EM
+
5 TextRank only
TextRank 6 LM-EM

0.10
0.06
0.152
0.261,2,3
0.24
0.33

0.19
0.12
0.212
0.381,2,3
0.36
0.41

Table 3. Top controversial topics in the collection.
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

TextRank Only
Trump
women
EU
people
police
min
mental health
children
labour
tax

Proposed
Trump
EU
government
labour
tax
Clinton
party
prime minister
climate change
Corbyn

sial topic scores. For each document, the candidate topic phrases are assigned
scores as explained in section 3. Then the phrase scores from each document
are summed to get final controversial topics at the collection level. We used
‘TextRank Only’ as a baseline method. Table 3 shows the top topics extracted
from Guardian16. TextRank captures less-controversial topics such as ’women’,
’people’ and ’children’. In contrast, the proposed method captures clearly controversial topics as top entries.
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Conclusions

We introduced a classifier driven approach to detect controversial topics in the
news media. We showed that the EM algorithm can improve the training process
and the adding quality phrase information and keyword scoring helps to generate
human friendly explanation from the classifier. As future work, we expect to
extend disagreement signal driven controversy detection to generic web pages
outside the news media, and to generate explanations in a detail-rich format.
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